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Introduction
I
One afternoon in 1974 I was a pupil barrister sitting in on a conference in the
Temple with a client impatient to get his matrimonial proceedings moving. The
client, who was neither particularly rich nor particularly poor, said that he was
thinking of paying privately. The experienced solicitor, who was from a good
firm in Paddington, urged him not to do that. “We shall have your legal aid
certificate through within a couple of weeks”, she said, “and you will receive
exactly the same service on legal aid”. This little conversation stuck in my mind.
It gave me a sense of pride about the legal system which I was then entering, in
which the same service was available to all, irrespective of means: I used the
“exactly the same service” line to clients several times myself in my early years
at the Bar.
That conversation would have been unlikely 20 years later, as by then legal aid
had become a second rate affair. The conversation would also be unlikely today,
but for a different reason: no such conversation would occur today because for
husbands legal aid does not exist at all.
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Legal Aid – Scope and Funding
The decline of legal aid Back in the golden age of legal aid around 1980 up to
80% of the population were within its scope, and, subject to a merits test, it was
available for almost any type of case. Today, only the poorest 25 per cent
qualify under its means test, and the scope of civil legal aid is limited to a short
list of types of case. Women who complain of domestic violence qualify but
accused the husbands do not – a statutory presumption of guilt surprising in a
country with our legal heritage. Out are personal injury cases, which used to
cost the scheme virtually nothing as the vast majority were successful with the
defendant’s insurers paying the costs. Out, too, is most clinical negligence, and
also negligence by lawyers, surveyors and other professionals. But in are claims
under the Equality Act and significant breaches of the Human Rights Act.
Broadly speaking, the kinds of civil cases for average households, which used
to be covered, no longer are. At the same time the level of fees paid to barristers
and solicitors for both criminal and civil legal aid work, have shrunk to levels at
which few can afford to continue practising in legal aided fields.
The myth of legal aid cuts It might be thought that this sad deterioration in
everything about legal aid would reflect savagely reduced funding. But
astonishingly the reverse is the case: legal aid spending today is about three
times higher in real terms than it was in 1980. The Politeia paper, Reforming
Legal Aid, reveals that in 1980 legal aid spending at 2019 prices was under
£500m, whilst in 2019 it was £1.7bn. This is the first time that any publication
of which I am aware has drawn attention to the remarkable scale of the increase.
It is not what anybody listening to endless complaints about cuts would imagine.
I tumbled to the breathtaking rise in the budget in 2005, when I was researching
to prepare for an interview for appointment to the board of the Legal Services
Commission. In the end the LSC found a better suited barrister who had a legal
aid practice, which by then I no longer had. But I had a lively hour’s
conversation with Sir Michael Barber and a couple of officials. It became clear
in that dialogue that, although the leadership of the two legal professions did not
acknowledge how much the budget had spiralled, Whitehall regarded legal aid
as if it were a dangerous wild animal they were trying to control.
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It is true that the legal aid budget was cut significantly in the austerity round at
the start of the coalition government. In his memoirs “Kind of Blue” Ken Clarke
describes the legal aid system which he inherited as “bloated”. He recounts that
he decided to leave criminal legal aid untouched – the attack on criminal legal
aid started a couple of years later – but that he cut back severely on civil legal
aid, whose availability he considered “amazingly wide”. Prior to those cuts the
budget was not just three times, but four times, higher than in the golden age of
legal aid.
I do not see how those of us who believe that additional spending on legal aid
is, in fact, urgently needed can expect our concerns to be seriously addressed by
Government until we frankly accept the scale of the rise in spending. That is
one of the two great values of this Politeia paper: it reveals previously
unpublished figures about the spending rise as early as page 2, before
proceeding to talk about the “sorry state of legal aid” today.
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What Went Wrong?
The conundrum So how does one explain the conundrum of triple spending
producing lamentably worse service?
There are a number of factors explaining why the cost of all court proceedings
have tended to increase, whether legally aided or not. One is the growth in the
role played by forensic evidence, such as DNA and mobile telephone data, in
criminal trials, with the consequent rise in expert witness costs on both sides. In
civil work there has also been a dramatic increase in expert evidence, as
litigators become ever more sophisticated in fighting cases. A second factor
has been the impact of word processing which resulted in an explosion in the
number of documents disclosed in civil proceedings discovery, and in fraud
trials. A third factor has been the Woolf reforms of civil procedure, which under
the banner of reducing costs have actually greatly increased them. A fourth is
the failure to control the length of child case hearings by magistrates and modern
judges, who are too fearful of appearing robust.
But I cannot believe these factors adequately explain the staggering conundrum.
I have long believed that part of the explanation must lie in the profound changes
in the way in which legal aid is administered and legal aid services supplied.
The issue of structures Here one comes to the second great value of the Politeia
report. It concentrates on the structure of the system.
In what I have called the golden age civil legal aid was run by the Law Society,
that is the solicitors’ professional body. Decisions on difficult applications, or
appeals against refusals, were determined by a committee of four lawyers. I
served on such a Legal Aid Committee for some years, as did many others. I
cannot recall being paid anything for reading the papers in advance or attending
the meetings: it was something we did as a service to the profession.
Once a decision to grant legal aid had been made, all subsequent issues were
also handled by knowledgeable people. Levels of payment were determined by
the courts. Civil legal aid payments were assessed by officers who are today
called costs judges. In the Crown Court the level of fees were assessed by the
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court clerks, that is the officials who sit below the judge to call on the cases, ask
defendants how they plead, and invite the jury to announce their verdict. If one
wanted legal aid extended to cover a QC or a noting judge, it was the Crown
Court judge who decided.
In March 2022 Politeia published a paper, Reforming Legal Aid, which explains
that we now have a centralised the system run by an executive branch of the
Ministry of Justice. The ultimate decision-maker on any application is a civil
servant, the Director of Legal Aid Casework: there is no requirement for the
holder of that office to have legal qualifications.
There is little accountability to taxpayers or Parliament, and no systematic basis
for external scrutiny. In the last decade one of the frustrations for criminal
practitioners has been having to negotiate with civil servants who had little
knowledge of either criminal law or Crown Court practice. So whereas
originally decisions were taken by legally qualified professionals, and officials
with direct knowledge of the court system, now they are taken by unqualified
people with no experience of either representing clients or working in the courts.
Sheila Lawlor points out that the movement in the 1980s to 2000 towards a
centralised bureaucracy in respect of legal aid mirrored similar reorganisations
in other areas of public provision:“Across spending departments box ticking methods became the norm, for
school governance and the curriculum, for determining centrally set
targets for hospitals and doctors, for setting policing priorities. These
favoured political and administrative judgments over professional ones
.... They meant that in publicly funded services, the normal mechanisms
of professional accountability of provider to user, – teacher to pupil,
doctor to patient, lawyer to client, police to local community – were
superseded.”1

1

Reforming Legal Aid page 3, S. Lawlor, G. Rice et al, ‘Reforming Legal Aid’,
Politeia, London 2022
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Then came a reaction – academy schools, NHS trusts, police and crime
commissioners. But legal aid is the odd one out: it is still wholly run by
bureaucrats rather than members of professions or stakeholders.
The issue of culture It is the outcome of the wrong structure which justifies
complaint, not the structure itself. This is where I bring into play my own
observation over a lifetime’s career in the law. In my early years in practice I
often heard barristers say “We cannot do X ...” or “We must be careful about Y
...” in each case adding “because we are using taxpayers’ money”. A quarter of
a century later the attitude had often tended to be that legal aid was a rubbish
system often unfair on the professionals, and so lawyers should just get out of it
whatever they could.
One of the big changes on the ground has been the reduction in the number of
firms of solicitors undertaking legal aid work. In the late 20th century almost
any medium size or High Street firm would handle at least a few legal aid cases.
Such firms earned most of their income from, depending on the firm’s profile,
commercial work, or conveyancing and probate. If the legal aid files were not
well paid, the litigation partner’s activity could be cross-subsidised by the more
lucrative fields. That brought into the handling of legal aid cases all the ethos
and standards of the “backbone of England” traditional solicitors firm.
Today a normal firm is not allowed to undertake the poorly paid legal aid work
even if it were to wish to do so. There are now so few firms handling legal aid
work that there are legal aid deserts without any such provision for miles around.
In 2007 the Legal Services Commission had embarked on a programme of
reducing the number of legal aid providers. The first step was to require all firms
wishing to undertake legal aid work to enter into a contract with the LSC, by the
terms of which, in the words of the Court of Appeal, the LSC reserved to itself
“virtually unlimited powers of amendment”.2 That policy having been halted
by a judicial review for incompatibility with public procurement law, the LSC
was back in court again four years later. In 2010 the LSC announced that it

2

[2007] EWCA Civ 1264
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would reduce the number of providers of legal aid in the family field from 2,470
to 1,300. Lord Justice Moses described the situation starkly:3“The reduction caused serious and vociferous concern. It was not just a
question of numbers. It was not merely a question of dismay that those
who had spent their professional lives for little reward providing publicly
funded services to the deprived, socially disadvantaged and excluded
were no longer to be permitted to do so. The focus of concern was that
those who were acknowledged to be highly skilled and experienced
professionals were no longer going to be able to deploy those skills in
areas where they were most needed.”
Again the court ruled against the LSC, holding that facets of the new policy were
unfair and arbitrary. But once more the LSC’s policy was not halted for long.
Soon all fields of legal aid work required a “franchise”. This could be obtained
only by an obstacle course of online form-filling. A number of niche firms
whose entire practice was in a specialised publicly-funded areas such as mental
health were put out of business for one error in entering answers in data fields.4
In consequence there has been a profound change in the culture of civil legal aid
provision. It is no longer an activity undertaken by mainstream firms of
solicitors; it has become largely an activity for dedicated publicly funded
practitioners. To take an analogy, it is as if consultant doctors holding NHS
appointments and Harley Street specialist doctors had become two separate
tribes.
An explanation of the conundrum In my judgment part of the explanation of
the conundrum of tripled spending producing a worse system lies in these related
factors of the change in structure and the change in culture.

3
4

[2010] EWHC 2550 (Admin)
For an example, see R (All About Rights) v LSC [2011] EWHC 964 (Admin)
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III
What Should be Done

Structure and Culture
What, then, can be done? A stimulating seminar held by Politeia on 23rd
February 2022 produced a number of suggestions. The first striking feature of
discussion was the consensus, shared across the political spectrum, that more
money had to be found. There is, perhaps, no other area of Government activity,
with the single exception of defence, on which a significant number of
Conservatives gathered together would agree that real terms public spending
had to rise. Three weeks later the Ministry of Justice announced that it was
accepting in full the recommendations of Sir Christopher Bellamy’s recent
criminal legal aid report involving an additional £135 million. The focus of
concern then concentrates on civil legal aid.
In his essay in “Reforming Legal Aid” Jonathan Fisher QC calls explicitly for
what I take to be the implicit message from the essays by Sheila Lawlor and the
report by Gavin Rice – radical “root and branch” reform with a greater role for
the private sector. The Politeia paper does not, however, go on to the next stage
of showing in any specific way how that might be achieved – Fisher simply
suggests a Royal Commission. I venture, therefore, to present four constructive
suggestions.
If the analysis about structure and culture has validity, then a package of reforms
should contain some element of bringing professionals back into its operation.
That is a theme of my suggestions.
Replacing bureaucrats by professionals One way which sounds simple would
be to invite the Law Society, which recently identified the complexity and
bureaucracy of the current system as costly to resume the role which it
performed up to 1988. That would return a role to the professionals, but it would
still be a single national system. I would be even more attracted by a model
which would allow a range of organisers to enter the field and permit a degree
of variation in how aid was provided. Each would then have the incentive to
achieve a better outcome than the others. In time the best ideas might come to
be more widely adopted. So my suggestion is that Government would offer a
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budget to any professional body, or joint venture of two or more bodies,
interested in running a legal aid system in its particular area or field.
This might be taken up by specialist bodies, such as the Family Law Bar
Association; or by organisations with a geographical basis, such as circuits of
the Bar or local Law Societies. I do not know how many such bodies would be
interested, but I should be surprised if none were. In contrast to the invariable
demands for more money from the leadership of the Bar Council this
arrangement could be begun without any increased budget.
I take, as an example, the Western Circuit, which is one of the six areas of the
country into which the court system has historically be divided. Its population
is currently 7 million5, which is 11.75 per cent of the 59.4 million total
population of England and Wales. The civil legal aid budget for England and
Wales in 2019-20 was £777 million. So the proportion of that budget which
could be treated as appropriate to the Western Circuit might be £91.3 million.
As a former member of its Circuit Committee I can personally attest to the
Western Circuit’s belief that it is a paragon of excellence. But it is not the only
circuit proud of its standards. The Northern Circuit, based on Manchester and
Liverpool, and the North Eastern circuit, based on Leeds and Newcastle, have a
similarly high view of their standards. My knowledge of the internal culture of
the Bar suggests to me that each of these circuits may think they can show the
others how best to use what should again be talked about as taxpayer’s money.
There are established relationships between the Bar and local Law Societies:
these could form the basis for joint ventures in their areas. If the family
practitioner specialist bodies were also interested, then their legal aid
administering entity could be offered the proportion of the budget sum spent on
family cases, with the non-family budget offered geographically. And so on.
One principle should be that, like trustees, and like the members of the old legal
aid committees, the barristers and solicitors who make decisions on the merits

5

The population of the southwest economic region is 5.62 million, and the county of
Hampshire, which is also in the area of the Western Circuit, has a population of 1.35
million.
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of applications will be unpaid. This would yield a modest saving, bearing in
mind that the civil servants who do this at present are salaried.
Another principle might be that the legal aid entities would be at liberty, within
broad limits, to choose their own funding policies. So if, for example, London
wanted to prioritise actions against the police, and the Western Circuit instead
wanted to fund husbands at risk of being evicted from their homes, they would
each be able to allocate their budgets in that way. Similarly, to pick up one of
the specific ideas in the Politeia paper, a legal aid entity would be free, if it
wished, to allocate funding to advice for parents who receive a letter from a
local authority announcing an intention to apply for an order to take a child into
care. Some family practitioners believe that the extra cost in the provision of
such early advice would more than pay for itself by the cases which could then
be resolved without a full hearing.
A change as radical as this would benefit from initial exploration through a pilot
project in a couple of specific geographical localities or types of case. A
consultation could be launched to identify potential units and contenders willing
to participate in such a pilot
Funding
Contingency Legal Aid Fund My next specific suggestion is that a firm policy
should be adopted of promoting the establishment of one or more Contingency
Legal Aid Funds (“CLAF”). A CLAF is a fund which pays the fees of lawyers
and expert witnesses to undertake a case in return for the client agreeing to pay
a predetermined percentage of the recovery, if the claim succeeds, back to the
fund.
The first CLAF was established in Hong Kong over 30 years ago. It was
launched with a loan of $HK1 million from the Jockey Club lottery fund. There
is a merits test before a case is accepted. Most of the claims it has funded have
succeeded, so it soon became so sustaining. Indeed it was able to repay its seed
corn loan. The percentage which litigants have to pay to the CLAF is 10% on
cases going to trial, or 6% on cases which settle before trial. The lawyers receive
the same fee whether the case is won or lost, so there are none of the conflicts
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of interest or ethical issues which exist under a “no win no fee” conditional fee
agreement (“CFA”) such as we have today.
CLAFs have been established in a number of other jurisdictions, including
Ontario, Quebec, South Australia and Victoria. The first suggestion of a CLAF
in England and Wales was made by JUSTICE as long ago as 1966. Since then
a CLAF has been supported on one occasion or another by every lawyer
professional body. In 2002 the idea was rendered impractical of legislation
permitting a successful claimant to recover from a losing defendant not only his
or her normal costs but also the uplift success fee and any premium paid for an
after-the-event insurance policy. There would then have been no incentive for
a litigant to agree to forego a percentage of damages to a CLAF, when the
success fee which his lawyer required for a CFA could be recovered from the
losing party. But that situation changed in 2013 when such recoveries were
ended. A CLAF was then again on the agenda. In 2016 the proposal was
supported by Sir Rupert Jackson6, who speaks with unequalled authority on
matters relating to civil costs. It was also supported by a detailed investigation
undertaken by a Bar Council working party chaired by Lord Sandhurst QC with
the assistance of Bob Young of Europe Economics7.
There is no reason why a CLAF should be run by the Government. Indeed, it
would be much better if it were run by the lawyer professional bodies; or,
indeed, as a voluntary venture in the not-for-profit sector. Originally there were
concerns that it might be held to fall foul of the common law’s dislike of
outsiders taking a stake in litigation8: those concerns have largely evaporated,
but in any event a legislative provision to remove doubt would be wholly
uncontroversial. There is also no reason why there should be only one CLAF.
One can imagine specialist CLAFs being set up to fund cases which can be
discerned as of merit within a field of law understood by practitioners in a

6

The Case for a CLAF, a lecture to the Solicitors Costs Conference, 2 February
2016, at https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/lj-jackson-speech-clf160202.pdf
7
The Merits of a Contingent Legal Aid Fund: A Discussion Paper Bar Council 2011
at https://www.biicl.org/files/4755_claf_-_1st_paper.pdf
8
the principle known as maintenance and champerty
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specialised area. For this reason the Bar Council has recently preferred the label
“charitable contingent fund”. So the establishment of one or more CLAFs fits
well with the “structure and culture” policy of moving control of legal aid away
from a centralised bureaucracy and towards practising professionals.
Why, then, has no CLAF been established? The problem has always been the
need for seed corn money. Although a CLAF, if skillfully operated, would be
self-financing once up and running, initial money is needed to pay the fees of
the early years’ cases prior to funds starting to come in from successful
outcomes. The Treasury has never wanted to provide the seed corn money. In
the lecture already referred to Sir Rupert Jackson raised a number of suggestions
how private investors might loan the seed corn money; but we are in a situation
where things would be more likely to happen if Government gave a strong lead.
Abolition of Legal Services Board and reallocation of its funding I offer one
suggestion how Government could effect a contribution to CLAF seed corn
without it involving any new money from the Treasury. That is the abolition of
the Legal Services Board (“LSB”) – a policy which is in any event highly
desirable.
The LSB is a regulator of regulators, supervising the front-line legal regulators,
of which the most important are the Bar Standards Board (“BSB”) and Solicitors
Regulation Authority (“SRA”). So we have a multi-tier system in which the
actual practitioners are regulated by the BSB or SRA, which in turn are
supervised by the LSB, and which in its turn is supervised by the Ministry of
Justice.
This, in the words of Baroness Deech, a non-practisng academic lawyer by
background, and who has chaired a number of regulatory bodies, including the
BSB, is “regulatory bodies ... run wild”. In addition to the red tape argument,
Baroness Deech sees another, Brexit-related factor:“Now that we are leaving the EU the legal profession is standing up to
promote its past and future strengths and successes, with London as the
choice of venue for litigation. That Brexit strategy needs a profession
whose standards and integrity are beyond doubt and which is not seen as
dominated by government. Yet, ever since the Legal Services Act, the
12
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perspective from the rest of Europe and North America has been that the
legal profession suffers from government interference. I was shocked at
a European conference when a delegate from an eastern European country
only newly liberated from communism said to me that it was shameful
that the British legal profession had come under government domination.
There should be accountability only to Parliament, not to the government,
on the part of the Legal Services Board, and no government hand in
appointments to the board. …”
She considers the Legal Services Board thus:
The Legal Services Board presides over eight professional regulators with
very different functions and characters. They apply to them the eight
regulatory objectives in Section l of the Legal Services Act, which have
no hierarchy. The Act is badly crafted, for there is no clear focus, and
mission creep was bound to happen; one objective can be played off
against another. Professional standards, although listed, seem to come
low down. The fact that the Legal Services Board entertained the notion
of abolishing the cab-rank rule and allowing referral fees went completely
against the hallmark of the independent profession of the Bar, whose
ethos underpins the rule of the law and citizens’ rights. Outcomes-focused
regulation, as pushed, scarcely hits the mark. In its first programme of
work in 2010, the Legal Services Board promised that, by 2013, legal
services regulators in the UK would be seen as world leaders — the
opposite, sadly, is true, as I have shown.
The LSB, an additional tier of regulation making for a multi-tiered regulatory
system or regulators regulating regulators, holds £6m in reserves: on its
abolition those sums could be appropriated to contribute to the foundation of a
CLAF. The LSB has an income of £4m per annum. This does not come from
the Treasury but through a levy of £21 per head on regulated lawyers. In, say,
the first year of the LSB’s abolition, this income could also be redirected.
The lawyers’ trade unions would no doubt object, saying it was an additional
tax imposed only on them. In fact, if hypothecated to legal aid it would be
money taken from lawyers and returned to lawyers: since legal aid practitioners
are broadly speaking the poorest lawyers, it would be the poorest who would be
13
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the net beneficiaries. In other words, it would be a splendidly redistributive
arrangement, and one which might even be continued after the first year. Most
lawyers are wholly unaware that through their four-figure professional body
subscriptions they are paying this LSB levy.
If the Government were to give a lead in this way, and show commitment to the
idea of CLAFs, in this way, there would be an immeasurably better prospect of
Sir Rupert Jackson’s hopes for investment from private investors.
Before the Event Insurance
I offer one other suggestion how Government could bring about additional
funding for claims by those who are not rich enough to pay privately. That is
by legislating for a modest extension of the scope of insurance in situations in
which it is already compulsory.
The idea was presented by the Bar Council working party under Lord Sandhurst.
Motorists are required by law to have third party insurance; and employers,
business occupiers, and train operators are required to hold public liability
insurance. So, for example, if a motorist, A, drives so carelessly that he crashes
his car first into another car injuring its driver, B, then into a pedestrian on the
pavement, C, and finally into a wall injuring his front seat passenger, D, his
insurance cover will provide indemnity in respect of any damages awarded by a
court to B, C or D and their litigation costs. But how will B, C and D fund their
claims? It would be perfectly feasible for the compulsory cover to extend,
subject to a merits test, to funding B, C and D to bring their claims. Since such
costs are already ultimately paid under the policy if and when awarded, the
increase of premium to fund the bringing of such claims would be likely to
relatively modest.
The advantage of such an extension of insurance can be illustrated by an actual
sad situation recently brought to me by an acquaintance. A factory worker
suffered an incapacitating injury, which he believes would justify damages of at
least £50,000, owing to a dangerous system of work. The employer’s insurers
admit that the system of work was dangerous, but dispute the extent of his injury
and have offered only £10,000 for his undisputed loss of earnings. He is not a
member of a trade union, and all the solicitors whom he has contacted say that
14
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the claim is too small, and the necessary expert medical evidence too costly, for
it to be worthwhile for them to act on a no win no fee CFA. So he has been
obliged to accept what he considers a derisory offer. If this Bar Council
insurance idea had been enacted, this unfortunate worker would have had
funding.
The fact of the Government making this modest extension of the scope of
existing compulsory insurance might usefully draw attention to what is known
in the industry as “before the event insurance”. It would be a positive
development if more people and businesses took out legal expenses insurance.
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IV
Conclusion

Nothing which I have written above is intended to detract from the strength of
the case for an increase in the budgets for both criminal and civil legal aid. As
I have already said, legal aid is that rarity – an area of Government spending
which even Conservatives consider must be increased. But I offer my four
constructive suggestions in order to demonstrate that the principle of structural
and radical reform which the Politeia paper has presented is not only feasible
but can also be started without any new money from the Treasury. Even if my
particular suggestions are found to be deficient, I commend to wider attention
Politeia’s identification of the role of structures in what has gone wrong,
together with the related issue of cultures.
.
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In Reforming Legal Aid — The Next Steps Anthony
Speaight QC carries forward the call for radical
reform made in Politeia’s March 2022 publication,
Reforming Legal Aid.
Along with structural change, he argues, went a
change in culture. The author then sets out four
reforms that can be made to civil Legal Aid without
any extra cost to the Treasury. Bureaucrats should be
replaced by professionals, either by the Law Society
resuming its former role, or local or specialist
professional bodies. One or more legal aid
contingency funds, where legal fees are funded from
moneys recovered, should be established. The Legal
Services Board should be scrapped and its funding
reallocated to act as seed-corn funding for these funds.
Finally, new legislation should permit some extension
of the scope of insurance where it is already
compulsory.

